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We present results of quantum calculations we have performed on the title reaction in order to study
its stereodynamics at collision energies of 0.54 and 1.29 eV. Our theoretical model is based on a
representation where directional properties are expressed in terms of real rotational polarization
moments instead of magnetic quantum numbers. We analyze the physical meaning of rotational
polarization moments and show that, when defined as in the present work, these quantities directly
describe the reaction stereodynamics in terms of intuitive chemical concepts related to preferences
in the reaction mechanism for particular planes and senses of molecular rotation. Using this
interpretation, we identify two distinct regimes for the stereodynamics of the title reaction, observed
when HD is formed with low or high rotational excitation. We also identify relevant characteristics
of both regimes:~i! the existence and location of preferred planes and senses of molecular rotation,
~ii ! correlations between these preferences, the scattering angle and the reaction probability, and~i i !


















































When two atoms or molecules collide, the chances t
they react are determined not only by their internal states
collision energy, but also by their relative orientations a
their relative directions of motion: the reaction probabil
can be enhanced or diminished when the reagents appr
along particular directions or when the molecules rotate w
particular senses in particular planes. The same reaso
applies to reaction products. If we want to define sharply
outcome of a reactive collision we have to identify not on
the products formed, their internal states and recoil ene
but also their relative directions of motion. Chemical rea
tions are intrinsically anisotropic; their dynamics depends
directions in space. Understanding the stereodynamic
chemical reactions~i.e., the directional aspects of their dy
namics! is important for the study of reaction properties
general and for the elucidation of their molecular mec
nisms in particular.1–10
Today there are several strategies one can use to s
the stereodynamics of chemical reactions. The various
view articles1–10 and special issues of journals11–16dedicated
to this subject constitute invaluable sources of informati
Experimentally there are now different techniques that
probe the stereodynamics of chemical reactions, and m
surements are revealing details about reaction mechan
that show not only how the reactions depend on the rela
motion of reactants, but also what is the relative motion
the products.6–10,16–19 The ultimate goal is to perform a3140021-9606/98/108(8)/3142/12/$15.00
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‘‘complete’’ experiment correlating all directions of motio
on the reactants’ and products’ sides of chemical reaction20
Such an experiment would provide rich dynamical inform
tion otherwise lost by averaging over the random azimut
orientation of the impact parameters.
Significant progress has also been made on the theo
cal side. In principle, complete descriptions of the stereo
namics can be obtained whenever one performs unc
strained three-dimensional quasiclassical or quan
scattering calculations. The full exploitation of the comple
ness of these calculations, however, is only beginning~see,
for instance, Refs. 21–24!. Most of the quantum scattering o
quasiclassical trajectories data published to date corresp
to results that are averaged or summed over the quant
related to the stereochemical aspects of the reaction dyn
ics. This underexploitation of theoretical data is due on o
hand to the lack of experimental results enabling a deta
comparison between theory and experiment, and on the o
hand to a lack of chemically appealing tools of analysis. F
example, in quantum scattering studies the directional dep
dence is traditionally expressed in terms of scattering an
and magnetic quantum numbers. It is not easy for the ch
ist to use this information to produce simple, easy-
rationalize pictures of the stereodynamics of chemical re
tions.
Two of us have recently presented rigorous equati
necessary to transform the usual quantum description of
dynamics of atom-diatom reactions to a representation wh2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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 This athe directional dependence is expressed not in terms of s
tering angles and magnetic quantum numbers, but in term
scattering angles and rotational polarization moments.21 As
we will show in this paper, this last representation is idea
suited for the complete quantum-mechanical description
the stereodynamics of chemical reactions. Rotational po
ization moments are attractive from a chemical perspect
being intrinsically associated with intuitive chemical co
cepts such as in-plane versus out-of-plane reactions.
The use of polarization moments to describe react
dynamics is not new; they were used long ago to desc
angular correlations in nuclear reactions.25–32More recently,
they have also been used in studies of photodissociation,33–37
photoionization,38–42 and inelastic molecular collisions.43–48
Their application to chemical reactions has followed the p
neering work of Herschbachet al.20,49–52and now spreads to
a variety of problems including their determination wi
classical or experimental methods.6–9,16–19,22,23,53,54
This article presents the first exact, quantum-mechan
calculation of rotational polarization moments for a chemi
reaction. We have applied the equations derived in Ref. 2
the benchmark reaction
H1D2~v50,j 50!→HD~v8, j 8!1D ~1!
at the experimentally accessible collision energies of 0
and 1.29 eV, and obtained a detailed and quantitative
count of its stereodynamics. We have chosen reaction~1! for
this study for its importance~along with its isotopical vari-
ants! as the simplest prototypical chemical reaction,55,56 for
its status as a primary test case in the development of
dynamical theories and experiments,55–65 and for being a
promising system with regard to the experimental determ
tion of the quantities we have calculated. One of our p
poses in this paper is to show that even for a reaction
thoroughly studied as~1! the analysis of the rotational pola
ization moments reveals rich dynamical information that
lost when the reaction’s directional properties are not exp
itly considered.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II w
present the mathematical expressions used in the calcul
of the quantum rotational polarization moments. Then in s
tion III we discuss their physical meanings and how th
compare to their classical counterparts. Section IV is de
cated to the application of these methods to reaction~1!, and
is divided in two parts. In section IV A we give details of ou
scattering calculations, while in IV B we present and disc
the results we obtained. The main results and conclusions
then summarized in section V.
II. COMPLEX AND REAL ROTATIONAL
POLARIZATION MOMENTS
If nuclear and electronic spins are ignored, an ato
diatom reaction
A1BC→AB1C ~2!
has four vectors that can be specified or measured ex
mentally. These are the vectors that describe the relative
tions of the reacting species: the relative velocities of
agents and products (k and k8, respectively! and therticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub






























rotational angular momenta of the reagent and product
atomic molecules (j and j 8). Knowledge of the correlations
between these four vectors is all one needs to comple
describe the stereodynamics of atom-diatom reactions.20,21
The spatial distributions of thek andk8 vectors can be
specified simply by the probabilities that they point alo
any particular directions. As for the quantizedj and j 8 vec-
tors, it is convenient to expand their spatial distributions
sums of multipolar distributions.6,32,66,67For a fixedj value,
for instance, the monopole moment~the coefficient of the
monopolar distribution in the expansion series! gives the to-
tal population of that rotational level, while the other mul
pole moments~dipole, quadrupole, octopole, and so on! give
the relative contributions of each multipolar distribution, o
in other words, the relative contributions of different pola
izations of j .6,66,67 The operators associated with the mul
pole moments are the state multipolesT(K j ), also called Fano
polarization operators. Non-vanishing multipole mome
must have 0<K j<2 j .
66 The use of state multipoles allow
us to rewrite an arbitraryj distribution as a sum of a finite
number of terms, each one of them having a precise
well-known physical meaning.32,66,67This gives physical in-
sight into the arbitraryj distribution and provides criteria fo
comparing different distributions. Furthermore, as we w
show, the multipole moments can be combined to fo
quantities that directly describe the relative contributions
the reaction mechanism of particular planes and sense
rotation.
As mentioned above, thek- j -k8- j 8 vector correlation
completely describes the stereodynamics of atom-diatom
actions. It can be expressed as the joint probability funct
that k and k8 point along any particular directions whenj
and j 8 have particular multipolar moments. Quantum
mechanical expressions for this probability function ha
been derived and discussed in detail in Ref. 21, where
presented formulas adapted to both the orbital angular
mentum and the helicity representations of the scatte
problem, with either space-fixed or body-fixed referen
frames. In the present article we extend that formalism
introducing real rotational polarization moments, observa
quantities that can be easily calculated once the~complex!
multipolar moments have been obtained. As will beco
clear in the next section, this extension of the formalis
presented in Ref. 21 maximizes its usefulness from a che
cal point of view.
The derivation starts with the expression for t
k- j -k8- j 8 correlation in the helicity representation with bod
fixed frames.21 The entrance-channel framexyzhas itsz axis
parallel tok, while in the exit-channel framex8y8z8 the z8
axis is parallel tok8; the y andy8 axes are both parallel to
k3k8. The rotational-space density matrices of the entra
and exit channels are respectively expanded in terms of
state multipolesT(K j ) andT(K j8) as
^ j 1V1uru j 2V2&5 (
K j ,Qj
rQj
~K j !~ j 1 j 2!^ j 1V1uTQj
~K j !u j 2V2&,
~3a!
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~K j8!~ j 18 j 28!^ j 18V18uTq
j8
~K j8!u j 28V28&,
~3b!
whereV and V8 are the helicity quantum numbers in th
entrance and exit channels~respectively, projections ofj on
k and of j 8 on k8), andrQj
(K j )( j 1 j 2) and rq
j8
(K j8)( j 18 j 28) are the
expansion coefficients — the multipolar rotational polariz
tion moments.K j ranges fromu j 12 j 2u to j 11 j 2 , while Qj
ranges from2K j to K j , and similarly forK j8 andqj8 . Note
that the components of the entrance- and exit-channel s
multipoles are indicated by different symbols (Qj and qj8);
this is because they are referred to different frames.





~K j8!~v8, j 18 , j 28 ,u!
5~21! j 11 j 21 j 181 j 28 (
K j ,Qj
rQj
~K j !~v, j 1 , j 2!
3cK jQjK j8qj8~v, j 1 , j 2 ,v8, j 18 , j 28 ,u!, ~4!
whereu is the scattering angle betweenk andk8. The cor-
relation coefficientc is given by
cK jQjK j8qj8~v, j 1 , j 2 ,v8, j 18 , j 28 ,u!
5 (
J1 ,J2 ,V1 ,V2
~2J111!dV1V18
J1 ~u!S





v8 j 28V28←v j 2V2
J2*
3^ j 1V1uTQj
~K j !u j 2V2&^ j 18V18uTq
j8
~K j8!u j 28V28&, ~5!
whereJ stands for the total angular momentum, andSJ and
dJ(u) are respectively the scattering and reduced Wig
rotation matrices.
Apart from its more explicit notation, Eq.~4! differs
from the one presented in Ref. 21 in three minor aspe
First, it is presented here in a state-to-state form; the s
over rotational and vibrational quantum numbers w
dropped. Second, the normalization constant used when
normalization is required~see Ref. 21! was eliminated; we
will not need flux normalization here. Third, the formula w
just presented is written in terms of the multipolar mome
and not in terms of the expectation values^TQj




(K j8)&; this choice appears to be preferred in studies
reaction stereodynamics, and we shall adopt it from now
The rotational polarization moments defined by Eq.~3!
are in general complex quantities. It follows from Eq.~3!,
however, that they have the symmetry property
rQj
~K j !~ j 1 j 2!5~21!
j 22 j 12Qj@r2Qj
~K j ! ~ j 2 j 1!#* . ~6!
This makes it simple to define real rotational polarizati
moments. Such a definition is particularly useful whenrticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub











consider sharply-defined rotational states,j 15 j 25 j and
j 185 j 285 j 8. We follow the Hertel and Stoll scheme
6,68 and
define the real~and renormalized! rotational polarization mo-
ments by
rQj 1




~K j !~ j !1r2Qj
~K j ! ~ j !#,
1<Qj<K j , ~7a!
rQj 2




~K j !~ j !2r2Qj
~K j ! ~ j !#,
1<Qj<K j , ~7b!
r0
$K j %~ j !5
r0




Real polarization moments~and real polarization opera
tors! are also related to expansions of density matrices
fact, given the definition~7! it is a simple matter to show tha
considering the restrictionj 15 j 25 j we can rewrite Eq.~3a!
in the form
^ j V1uru j V2&5r0
~0!~ j ! (
K j 50
2 j H r0$K j %~ j !^ j V1uT0$K j %u j V2&
1 (
Qj 51
K j FrQj 1$K j % ~ j !^ j V1uTQj 1$K j % u j V2&
1rQj 2
$K j % ~ j !^ j V1uTQj 2
$K j % u j V2&G J , ~8!
where the real operatorsT$K j % are related to the spherica
tensorsT(K j ) by
TQj 1




~K j !~ j !1T2Qj
~K j ! ~ j !#, 1<Qj<K j ,
~9a!
TQj 2




~K j !~ j !2T2Qj




~K j ! . ~9c!
Note that~9b! is not strictly analogous to~7b!.
Use of complex or real polarization moments is a mat
of convenience. In mathematical and computational term
is more convenient to use the complex moments. They p
sess a series of symmetry and group-theoretical propert32
that make it easier to express and actually evaluate them.
simple way in which they transform under rotation of coo
dinate frames is especially handy, since it allows us to co
pute their values in any coordinate frame with relative eas67
In physical terms it may also be more convenient to use
complex moments, because they give the relative imp
tances of the respective multipolar distributions and such
interpretation may be what one is looking for.
Real rotational polarization moments have lower sy
metry than their complex counterparts, and the way thject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This atransform under rotation is not as straightforward. Th
physical meaning is also quite different: they are not ass
ated to multipolar distributions, but rather to the linear co
binations of multipolar distributions defined by Eqs.~7!–~9!.
This different physical meaning is precisely what makes
interesting to use them in the description of chemical ster
dynamics. Let us now turn our attention to it.
III. PHYSICAL MEANING OF REAL ROTATIONAL
POLARIZATION MOMENTS
Complex polarization moments are intrinsically asso
ated with the so-calledspherical ~not to be confused with
spherical polar! or cyclic coordinates.66,67,69 Cyclic coordi-
nates are complex and cannot be visualized in real th
dimensional space. Real polarization moments, on the o
hand, are always defined in a way that gives them a pre
~and visualizable! meaning in Cartesian space, as done
definition ~7!.
The best way to get a clear idea of the physical mean
of real rotational polarization moments is to consider them
their classical limit.67,70 When j becomes large, the densit
matrix elementŝ j V1uru j V2& approach the coefficients o
the Fourier expansion of the classical probability dens
r j (u j ,f j ) ~whereu j and f j are the angles that specify th
direction of thej vector in polar coordinates!.71,72 It follows
from this that if we expand the classical probability dens
in terms of spherical harmonicsYK jQj(u j ,f j ),







~K j !~ j !YK jQj~u j ,f j !, ~10!
then in the correspondence principle limit the classical a
quantum expansion coefficients become equal.67,70
As in the quantum case, we can expand the class
probability density in terms of real polarization moments a
‘‘real harmonics’’ defined in analogy with Eqs.~7!–~9!. In
the correspondence principle limit, the classical and quan
real polarization moments must again be the same.
Let us now consider the classical real polarization m
ments in detail. Because the probability density must be
ways finite and non-negative, the rotational polarization m
ments must fall within well-defined ranges.6,67 Figures 1 and
2 show angular momentum distributions associated with p
ticular real polarization moments, and also the total distri
tions when these moments take either their maximum
minimum value and all other moments~exceptr0
$0% , which
equals 1 by definition! vanish. The question we will now
address is the following: what can we learn about the re
tion dynamics when the rotational angular momenta of
agents or products are distributed as in Figures 1 and 2?
Consider the real polarization momentr0
$1% shown in
Figure 1~a!. Whenr0
$1% is the only nonvanishing real polar
ization moment apart fromr0
$0% , the most extreme angula
momentum distributions we can have are those depicte
Figures 1~b! and 1~c!. Respectively, they are observed wh
r0
$1% takes its maximum or minimum value. The key obs
vation to be made here is that Figures 1~b! and 1~c! show net
orientations of the angular momentum vector with regard
theZ axis. In Figure 1~b! ~maximum positiver0
$1%) this vec-
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub




























tor is preferentially parallel toZ, while in Figure 1~c! it is
preferentially anti-parallel toZ. In terms of molecular mo-
tion, Figures 1~b! and 1~c! are related to preferred senses
rotation: Figure 1~b! ~maximum positive orientation! shows
preference for positive~right-handed! rotation with regard to
the XY plane, while Figure 1~c! ~maximum negative orien-
tation! indicates preference for negative~left-handed! rota-
tion with regard to theXY plane.
FIG. 1. Spatial distributions of rotational angular momentum vectors as
ciated with real rotational polarization moments of rank 1. The probabi
functions shown are positive where drawn in black and negative wh
drawn in gray. Note that distributions containing negative probabilities
not represent a real physical situation (r0
$0% can never vanish! and are shown
here only for illustration purposes.
FIG. 2. As in Figure 1, but with real rotational polarization moments of ra
2.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aSuppose first that we are looking at the entrance cha
of our atom-diatom reaction~2!. The angular momentum w
consider isj , and the frameXYZ coincides withxyz as
defined in the second paragraph of section II. That is,
approach direction is parallel toZ and the recoil direction
lies in the half planeXZ,X.0. The chemical picture tha
emerges then from Figures 1~b! and 1~c! is that of the atom
A approaching the diatomicBC and seeing it rotate like a
helix ~i.e., in the plane perpendicular to the approach dir
tion!. If the reaction probability is larger when the polariz
tion momentr0
$1%( j ) is positive, this means that reaction
more likely to occur when the helix rotates clockwise fro
the atom’s point of view. If the reaction probability increas
when r0
$1%( j ) becomes negative, this means that reacti
with anticlockwise-rotating helices are preferred.
Suppose now that we are examining the products’ s
of the reaction. We consider the angular momentumj 8, and
the frameXYZ coincides withx8y8z8: Z is parallel to the
recoil direction, and the approach direction lies in the h
planeXZ,X,0. The situation then is the following: the ato
C recoils from the moleculeAB along a direction that is
perpendicular toAB’s plane of rotation; ifr0
$1%( j 8) is posi-
tive, this is so because our reaction is formingAB molecules
that preferably rotate in the positive direction~i.e., j 8 parallel
to the recoil direction is preferred!, and the other way round
for negativer0
$1%( j 8).
Before moving on to the meanings of other polarizati
moments, we must make two comments about the consi
ations above. The first one is that the axes of our ‘‘helice
may not be perfectly parallel to the approach or recoil dir
tions. That is,j and j 8 may not be perfectly parallel or ant
parallel tok and k8; this is indeed the case when they a
distributed as in Figure 1~b! or 1~c!. The second comment i
that a brief reflection over the symmetry of the proble
shows that reactions with helices that rotate clockwise c
not be preferred over reactions with helices that rotate a
clockwise. Although the preparation of the reagent diatom
with nonvanishingr0
$1%( j ) can change the rotational polariz
tion of the product diatomicAB, it cannot change the prob
ability thatAB is produced. And if the reagents are unpola
ized, ther0
$1%( j 8) polarization moment of the products mu
necessarily vanish. This is so because ther0
$1% polarization
moments are related to rotations that are not symmetric w
regard to reflection in the scatteringk,k8 plane. A math-
ematical confirmation of these observations can be obta
by an analysis of the symmetry properties of the correlat
coefficients defined in Eq.~5!.
Consider now the polarization momentr11
$1% , shown in
Figure 1~d!. As comparison with Figure 1~a! shows, this po-
larization moment is similar to ther0
$1% moment discussed
above, except that it describes orientation along theX axis
and not alongZ as in the previous case. On the reagen
side, we have to think about the atomA approaching the
moleculeBC along a direction that is parallel to its plane
rotation and leading to a reaction in which the recoil dire
tion is not parallel toBC’s plane of rotation. Positive o
negative values ofr11
$1% ( j ) are related to reactions whereBC
rotates in one sense or another. On the products’ siderticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub



















situation is analogous, except that then we have the re
direction lying parallel to the plane in which the produ
diatomicAB rotates while the approach direction is not pa
allel to it. As above, an analysis of symmetry with regard
reflection in the scattering plane shows thatr11
$1% ( j 8) must
necessarily vanish unless the reagent moleculeBC is pre-
pared with some handedness in its rotational motion, and
nonvanishingr11
$1% ( j )’s cannot contribute to reactions leadin
to unoriented product rotational angular momenta and can
affect the reaction cross sections.
The last polarization moment of rank 1 to be conside
is r12
$1% , shown in Figure 1~g!. This polarization moment de
scribes orientation along thek3k8 axis. The reagents’ polar
ization momentr12
$1% ( j ) is related to reactions where th
plane of rotation of the reagent diatomicBC is parallel to the
scattering plane~i.e., parallel to both the approach and rec
directions!, while the products’ polarization momen
r12
$1% ( j 8) is related to reactions where it is the product d
atomicAB that rotates in a plane parallel tok andk8. Posi-
tive or negative values ofr12
$1% mean in either case that ther
is a prefered sense of rotation. In contrast to the cases ab
a nonvanishing reagents’r12
$1% ( j ) polarization moment can
~and most probably will! enhance or diminish the reactio
probability regardless of the polarization of the produc
Similarly, the probabilities that the product diatomic rotat
clockwise or anticlockwise with regard to the scatteri
plane will in general be different, even when the reagents
completely unpolarized; the products’ polarization mome
r12
$1% ( j 8) gives a quantitative measure of how different the
probabilities actually are.
The discussion above concerns polarization moment
rank 1. As we have just shown, rotational polarization m
ments of rank 1 correlate reaction probabilities to particu
senses of molecular rotation. In other words, they areori n-
tation moments.6,73 We will now turn our attention to polar-
ization moments of rank 2, the so-calledalignmentmoments.
They correlate reaction probabilities to particular planes
molecular rotation without regard for the sense of rotation
that plane.6,73
There are five polarization moments of rank 2. Two
those (r0
$2% and r21
$2% ) describe alignment with regard to th




scribe alignment with regard to transversal directions (X1Y,
X2Z, Y1Z, etc.!. Our analysis of their physical meaning
has convinced us that the most useful dynamical informa
is to be obtained from the moments related to theX, Y, and




The angular distribution function associated withr0
$2% is
shown in Figure 2~a!. When this polarization moment is th
only one withK jÞ0 not to vanish and its value is maximum
or minimum, the corresponding probability functions for th
spatial distribution of the rotational angular momentum ve
tor are those plotted in Figures 2~b! and 2~c!. In Figure 2~b!
the rotational angular momentum vector is aligned alongZ,
which relates to molecules rotating in planes parallel toXY
but without preference for clockwise or anticlockwise rot
tions. On the other hand, Figure 2~c! corresponds to a situaject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This ation where the rotational angular momentum vector is pr
erably parallel to theXY plane but has no net orientation o
alignment with regard to any axis in this plane. In terms
the entrance-channel dynamics, Figure 2~b! @positive
r0
$2%( j )] corresponds to reagents approaching along a di
tion perpendicular to the plane in whichBC rotates, while
Figure 2~c! @negativer0
$2%( j )] represents a case where th
approach direction is parallel toBC’s plane of rotation. In
terms of the products’ side of the reaction, positive and ne
tive values ofr0
$2%( j 8) describe situations where the reco
direction is respectively perpendicular or parallel to the pla
where the product diatomic rotates.
The polarization moment that describes alignment re
tive to the X and Y axes isr21
$2% @Figure 2~d!#. Probability
distributions obtained when other polarization moments v
ish andr21
$2% is maximum or minimum are shown in Figure
2~e! and 2~f!. Whenr21
$2% is positive one has alignment alon
theX axis; when it is negative the alignment is alongY. Let
us first consider the entrance channel. The approach direc
being parallel to the plane where the reagent diatomic
tates, positive/negative values ofr21
$2% ( j ) respectively indi-
cate preference for recoil directions not parallel/parallel
that same plane. In other words, positive/negative value
r21
$2% ( j ) respectively indicate preference for planes ofBC ro-
tation perpendicular/parallel to the scattering plane; we w
use the terms ‘‘out-of-plane’’/‘‘in-plane’’ to refer to thes
preferences. In the exit channel we have to think about re
tions in which the recoil direction is parallel to the plane
rotation of the product diatomic while the approach direct
is or is not parallel to that plane. Positive values
r21
$2% ( j 8) indicate preference for out-of-plane reactions~in
which the scattering plane is preferentially perpendicular
the plane ofAB rotation!, while negative values show tha
in-plane mechanisms~where the two planes are prefere
tially parallel! dominate.
In this article our attention will be restricted to rotation
polarization moments of rank 1 and 2. These are the o
polarization moments that can be related to particular pla
of molecular rotation, and for that reason they are the m
useful when one wants to describe the reaction mechanis
terms of intuitive chemical concepts such as in-plane ver
out-of-plane reactions and so on. Note, however, that
does not mean that the information contained in the high
rank polarization moments is uninteresting. Those mome
describe correlations between different planes of rotat
For instance,r12
$3% describes the probability that the rotation
angular momentum is aligned with regard toZ and simulta-
neously oriented alongY, while r41
$4% is related to simulta-
neous alignment relative toX and Y. This correlated infor-
mation can be useful in sharpening the description of
reaction stereodynamics given by the~uncorrelated! polariza-
tion moments of rank 1 and 2.
We would also like to stress that although the discuss
above is centered on the classical limit of the quantum ro
tional polarization moments, the reasoning we develo
also applies in the quantum regime. The quantum and c
sical real rotational polarization moments describe the re
tion stereodynamics in the same manner.67,70Note, however,rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub






























that we have restricted our discussion of real polarizat
moments to well-definedj and j 8. Real polarization mo-
ments can also be defined when different angular momen
eigenstates get coherently superposed~i.e., when j 1Þ j 2 or
j 18Þ j 28), but in that case the discussion about the quantu
classical transition gets more involved than the one we
presented. Another noteworthy point is that, just like th
classical counterparts, the numerical values of the quan
polarization moments are restricted to well defined rang
This is so because of the properties of the density matrix~i
is Hermitian, positive definite and has unit trace29! and be-
cause of the restricted values of the magnetic quantum n
bers. The quantum ranges, however, are not fixed: they
pend on the values ofj and j 8 and tend to the classica
ranges in the correspondence principle limit. Explicit expr
sions for the allowed ranges of quantum rotational polari
tion moments of rank 0, 1 and 2 are presented along w
their classical limits in Table I.
Before we close this section, it may be useful to say
few words about the specification of angular momentum d
tributions with regard to different directions in space. At fir
sight this may seem to be in conflict with the uncertain
principle, which says that if we know the angular momentu
projection on the quantization axisZ we cannot simulta-
neously obtain information about its projection along theX
or Y directions. In our case we can obtain information abo
angular momentum projections with regard to different
rections because we are not dealing with pure angular
mentum eigenstates but rather with coherent superposit
of them.67,70For instance, the polarization momentr12
$1% ( j ) is
related to coherent superpositions of eigenstates with dif
ent magnetic quantum numbers:u j V& andu j V11&. The fact
that the magnetic quantum numbers differ brings uncerta
into j z , and this is what allows us to obtainj distributions
that are localized in thexy plane.70 The situation is different
when we consider polarization moments of component
such asr0
$1%( j ) andr0
$2%( j ). Then bothj and its projection on
z are well defined. As Figures 1~a!–1~c! and 2~a!–2~c! show,
in such cases thej distributions we obtain are not localized i
any way in thexy plane. They have cylindrical symmetr
around thez axis, as required by the uncertainty principle
IV. APPLICATION TO H 1D2˜HD1D
The main results of our application of the methods d
cussed in sections II and III to reaction~1! are the numerical
values of the quantum real rotational polarization momen
Once the scattering matrix has been obtained, calculatio
the quantum polarization moments is a simple task that
be easily done by a straightforward implementation of f
mulas~4!, ~5! and ~7!. Calculation of the scattering matrix
on the other hand, is not as simple. For this reason we s
this section with a description of the methods and parame
we used in our scattering calculations.
A. Quantum scattering calculations
The present H1D2 quantum reactive scattering calcul
tions were performed on the LSTH potential enerject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
13 Aug 2014 17:35:25
ents of
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 This article is copyrighted aTABLE I. Physical meanings and allowed quantum and classical ranges of rotational polarization mom
rank 0, 1 and 2.
Polarization Physical meaning: Quantum Classical










$1% ^ j z& F2A 3 jj 11,A 3 jj 11G @2A3,A3#
r11
$1% ^ j x& F2A 3 jj 11,A 3 jj 11G @2A3,A3#
r12
$1% ^ j y& F2A 3 jj 11,A 3 jj 11G @2A3,A3#
r0
$2% ^3 j z
22 j2& F2A 5 j ~ j 11!
~2 j 21!~2 j 13!
,A 5 j ~2 j 21!
~ j 11!~2 j 13!G F2A52 ,A5G
r11
$2% ^ j x j z1 j zj x& F2A 15j ~ j 11!
~2 j 21!~2 j 13!
,A 15j ~ j 11!
~2 j 21!~2 j 13!G F2A152 ,A152
r12
$2% ^ j y j z1 j zj y& F2A 15j ~ j 11!
~2 j 21!~2 j 13!
,A 15j ~ j 11!
~2 j 21!~2 j 13!G F2A152 ,A152 G
r21
$2% ^ j x
22 j y
2& F2A 15j 3
~ j 11!~2 j 21!~2 j 13!
,A 15j 3
~ j 11!~2 j 21!~2 j 13!G F2A152 ,A152 G
r22
$2% ^ j x j y1 j y j x& F2A 15j ~ j 11!
~2 j 21!~2 j 13!
,A 15j ~ j 11!



































r-surface,74 using the same coupled-channel hyperspherical
ordinate reactive scattering method as was used in our re
study of F1H2.
75
The parameters employed in the calculations w
Emax52.65 eV~measured from the bottom of the H1D2 re-
actant valley! and j max516. The definition of these param
eters is such that all reactant and product rovibrational st
with energies less than or equal toj max were retained in the
calculations, in addition to one extra vibrational function f
each value ofj that was included to give a better descripti
of the exchange region. The resulting coupled-channel b
set for total angular momentumJ50 contained 73 rovibra-
tional functions with vibrational quantum numbers up
v58 in the H1D2 arrangement and 110 rovibrational fun
tions with vibrational quantum numbers up tov857 in the
HD1D arrangement. This basis set was found in prelimin
convergence tests to give all relevantJ50 S-matrix ele-
ments accurate to better than 1% at the higher of the
collision energies~1.29 eV! considered in the calculations.
For higher total angular momenta, a truncated bo
frame angular momentum basis set was used as describ
our earlier work on F1H2,
75 with projection quantum num
bers up to and includinguVu56 retained in each arrange
ment. Preliminary convergence tests for total angular m
mentumJ510 suggested that this value ofVmax would be
sufficient to give accurate rotational polarization mome
for the present~collinearly-constrained! reaction, and this
was confirmed once the calculations had been complete
repeating them withVmax55. ~Rotational polarization mo-s indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub












ments and differential cross sections calculated with the
values ofVmax are shown for comparison in Figs. 5–7!.
Finally, as in the earlier quantum reactive scattering c
culations for the H1D2 reaction by D’Mello, Manolopoulos
and Wyatt,76 the geometric phase effect64,65was not incorpo-
rated in the present calculations. The latest experimental
dence suggests that the errors so introduced will not be
portant at the collision energies considered here.63,77 Indeed,
our calculated rotationally-resolved differential cross s
tions are in excellent agreement with the recent experime
results of Wrede and Schnieder, obtained at the higher c
sion energy of 1.29 eV.77 The theoretical and experimenta
differential cross sections are plotted in Fig. 3 (v850,
j 850 – 11) and Fig. 4 (v851, j 850 – 11). The agreemen
with the state-to-state experimental differential cross secti
is very good, and we expect our predictions of other ster
dynamical properties to be similarly reliable.
B. Results
Since in reaction~1! the D2 molecule is in itsj 50 state,
all polarization moments we have to consider here conc
the diatomic product HD. The reaction can be described
follows. The reagents H and D2 approach along the directio
k ~defined as the velocity of H relative to D2 in the center-
of-mass frame!, with the nonrotating D2 having its inter-
atomic axis isotropically distributed in space. They collid
react and the products D and HD recoil along the direct
k8 ~defined as the velocity of HD relative to D in the centeject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
13 Aug 2014 17:35:25
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ac-of-mass frame! with HD being in the rotational levelj 8 and
having real polarization moments withK j8 up to 2j 8. What
we want to know is whether there are correlations tying
scattering angle to the rotational level in which HD is pr
duced, to the plane where it rotates and to the direction orticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
143.106.1.143 On: Wed, e
ts
rotational motion. We will now show that there are, and th
even restricting our analysis to real polarization mome
with K j8<2 we can describe them quantitatively and in d
tail.
Figures 5–7 show our results for the experimentallyFIG. 4. As in Figure 3, but withv851.
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aessible collision energies of 0.54 eV~Figure 5! and 1.29 eV
~Figures 6 and 7! and the final HD vibrational levelsv850
~Figures 5 and 6! andv851 ~Figure 7!. Each one of Figures
5–7 shows, from top to bottom, the calculated differen
cross sections and rotational polarization momentsr0
$2%( j 8),
r21
$2% ( j 8) andr12
$1% ( j 8) as functions of the scattering angleu.
Solid lines correspond to results obtained withVmax56 in
the scattering calculations, while dashed lines correspon
results obtained withVmax55 ~see section IV A!. The left
column displays results forj 851, while the right column
shows results for a higherj 8. In our examination of the
stereodynamical data we have noticed that at the collis
energies considered here there are two clearly distingu
able regimes under which reaction~1! proceeds, namely
when j 8 is low or high. Intermediatej 8 levels show interme-
diate behavior that tends progressively to one of those lim
as j 8 gets lower or higher. For this reason we restrict o
presentation to data corresponding toj 851 and to the high-
est j 8 level with a significant cross section compared to
j 851 level at the same collision energy and final HD vibr
tional state. Finally, we would like to note that Figures 5
also show the allowed ranges for the rotational polarizat
moments displayed in them. These ranges are limited by
FIG. 5. Stereodynamical data for the H1D2(v50,j 50)→HD(v850,j 8)
1D reaction at a collision energyEcol50.54 eV. Left column correspond
to j 851, right column toj 854. From top to bottom, data presented corr
spond to differential cross sectionss(u) and real rotational polarization
momentsr0
$2%( j 8), r21
$2% ( j 8) andr12
$1% ( j 8) referred to thex8y8z8 frame. Data
represented with solid lines were obtained withVmax56 in the scattering
calculations, while data represented with dashed lines were obtained
Vmax55. The agreement between the two sets of data illustrates the de
of convergence. Solid horizontal lines in the panels showing polariza
moments indicate the limits of their allowed ranges.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub










solid horizontal lines shown in the corresponding panels.
Let us now turn to the analysis of the calculated da
We start with Figure 5 (Ecol50.54 eV,v850, j 851 or 4!.
The differential cross section for production of thej 851
level is maximum at the backward direction (u5180°) while
that for j 854 peaks atu5155°, but in both cases the rea
tion probability is largely dominated by scattering wi
u.100°. At scattering angles larger than 100° the rotatio
polarization momentr0
$2%( j 8) is in both cases very close t
its maximum negative value. That is, in both cases the re
direction lies preferentially parallel to the plane where H
rotates~see Figure 2!. Marked differences betweenj 851
and j 854 appear, however, when one compares the res
for other polarization moments. Whiler21
$2% ( j 8) is practically
zero for j 851, it is clearly negative forj 854; on the other
hand, r12
$1% ( j 8) is negative both forj 851 and j 854, but
much more strongly so for the higher rotational level. Th
leads to the following picture of the stereodynamics of re
tion ~1! at a collision energy of 0.54 eV. In nearly every ca
the HD molecule is ejected in the backward hemisph
(u.100°) with a recoil direction that is approximately pa
allel to its plane of rotation (r0
$2%( j 8) close to its most nega
tive allowed value!. The characteristic properties of reactio
leading to HD molecules in thej 851 level are: they have
u5180° as the most probable scattering angle, they do
depend on the dihedral angle between the scattering
HD’s rotation planes (r21
$2% ( j 8) close to zero!, but they do
show some handedness with regard to HD rotation relativ
FIG. 6. As in Figure 5, but withEcol51.29 eV, v850 and j 851 ~left
column! or j 8511 ~right column!. Note that the difference between th
Vmax55 ~dashed! andVmax55 ~solid! results is only significant where the
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 This athe scattering plane@negativer12
$1% ( j 8)]. As j 8 increases, the
reaction stereodynamics changes: it gets increasingly do
nated by in-plane mechanisms where the scattering and H
rotation planes are preferentially parallel (r21
$2% ( j 8) increas-
ingly negative!; the most probable scattering angle progr
sively shifts from backwards to sideways directions; t
handedness in HD’s rotational motion gets more p
nounced, withj 8 privileging orientations antiparallel to th
k3k8 vector @more strongly negativer12
$1% ( j 8)].
As far as high rotational levels are concerned, the sit
tion does not change much when the collision energy is
creased to 1.29 eV~Figures 6 and 7!. Regardless of the fina
vibrational level of HD, we found again that, for scatterin
angles where the differential cross section is larger, react
leading to highj 8 levels are dominated by in-plane mech
nisms similar to those observed for the lower collision e
ergy ~scattering and HD’s rotation planes preferentially p
allel, negative orientation ofj 8 with regard tok3k8, shift
towards sideways scattering with increasingj 8).
The stereodynamics of reactions leading to low HD
tational levels, on the other hand, changes significantly w
the collision energy is increased from 0.54 to 1.29 eV. T
is clear in each one of the vector properties displayed
Figures 6 and 7. The differential cross sections show p
nounced peaks for forward scattering withu,30°, and the
rotational polarization moments show a highly oscillating b
havior that is strikingly different from the behavior observ
at Ecol50.54 eV.
Let us take a close look at the oscillations found for t
FIG. 7. As in Figure 6, but withEcol51.29 eV,v851 and j 851 ~left col-
umn! or j 858 ~right column!.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub















rotational polarization moments whenj 851 andEcol51.29
eV. Forv850 ~Figure 6! we found extreme behavior at thre
groups of scattering angles. The first of these (u50, 9, 17,
25, 113, 145 and 180°) is associated with a maximum ne
tive value for r0
$2%( j 8) and vanishing or nearly vanishin
values forr21
$2% ( j 8) andr12
$1% ( j 8). In terms of reaction mecha
nisms, this situation corresponds to the product diatomic
tating in a plane parallel to the recoil direction but witho
preference for any particular handedness or dihedral a
with regard to the scattering plane~note that this behavior is
required by symmetry whenu50 or 180°, but not when the
scattering angle takes other values!. Except for the absence
of handedness, this behavior is similar to that observed
reactions leading toj 851 at the lower collision energy
Ecol50.54 eV.
The second group of scattering angles with extreme
havior (u55, 13, 20, 124 and 157°) is associated with
maximum positive value for 0
$2%( j 8) correlated with maxi-
mum negativer21
$2% ( j 8) and vanishingr12
$1% ( j 8). The values
found for the rotational polarization moments at these sc
tering angles indicate an absence of handedness in HD’s
tation (r12
$1% ( j 8)50) and a preference forj 8 lying in they8z8
plane @positive r0
$2%( j 8), negativer21
$2% ( j 8)]. Note that this
preference is stronger where the differential cross sectio
larger~i.e., at angles close tou50 or 180°), and that there is
no clearly preferred plane for HD rotation since there is
privileged direction forj 8, only a privileged plane. In othe
words, at the scattering angles considered here the pro
diatomic HD privileges planes of rotation that are parallel
the x8 axis but shows no clear preference for any particu
angle relative to the recoil direction.
The third group of points with extreme behavior (u53,
8, 11, 15, 18, 22, 26, 138, 150 and 170°) is associated
scattering angles where there is a maximum handednes
HD rotation ~i.e., wherer12
$1% ( j 8) has a local maximum or
minimum!. One interesting observation is that the maxima
the differential cross sections in the backward hemisph
(u5170 and 138°) are at scattering angles wherer12
$1% ( j 8) is
minimum ~and very close to its negative limit! but that no
correlation of this kind is observed in the forward hem
sphere.
When HD is produced in itsv851,j 851 state~Figure 7!
the situation resembles the one described above for
v850,j 851 state except that in thev851 case there is no
obvious correlation between the maxima of the differen
cross sections and those scattering angles where the
some sort of extreme behavior. Note also that forv851 we
still have the same three groups of scattering angles w
extreme stereodynamical behavior. Scattering with ma
mum negativer0
$2%( j 8) and vanishing or nearly vanishin
r21
$2% ( j 8) and r12
$1% ( j 8) is observed here atu50, 10, 18, 26,
121 and 180°, while scattering with maximumr0
$2%( j 8),
minimum r21
$2% ( j 8) and vanishingr12
$1% ( j 8) is seen atu56,
14, 22 and 140°. Finally, scattering with maximum or min
mum r12
$1% ( j 8) is found atu55, 8, 13, 16, 21, 130 and 159
@note, however, that we are using the term ‘‘maximum’’
refer to points wherer12
$1% ( j 8) nearly vanishes; the preferenc
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This afor negative orientation ofj 8 with regard tok3k8 is here
stronger than in thev850 case#.
V. CONCLUSION
In this article we have presented results from the fi
quantum-mechanical calculation of rotational polarizat
moments for a chemical reaction. We used exact thr
dimensional quantum scattering calculations along with
formalism introduced in Ref. 21 to calculate the multipo
moments that describe how the rotational angular momen
j 8 of the products of the benchmark reactio
H1D2(v50,j 50)→HD(v8, j 8)1H is distributed in space
and then combined the multipolar moments to form real
tational polarization moments. As we have shown here,
rotational polarization moments are ideally suited for t
complete quantum description of the stereodynamics
chemical reactions. They are intrinsically associated with
tuitive chemical concepts such as in-plane or out-of-pla
reactions and for this reason describe the directional pro
ties of chemical reactions in a way that from a chemis
point of view is appealing.
The central question in our study concerned the e
tence and the nature of three-vectork-k8- j 8 correlations ty-
ing the angle between the reagent-approach and prod
recoil directions~i.e., the scattering angle! to the rotational
level in which the product molecule HD is formed, to th
plane where it rotates and to the sense of its rotational
tion. The examination of our calculated data, although
stricted to rotational polarization moments of rank 0, 1 and
showed not only that such a correlation indeed exists but
that it is quite pronounced, approaching extreme situati
under various conditions. By paying due attention to
physical meanings of the rotational polarization moments
could not only quantify thek-k8- j 8 correlation but also ana
lyze it in terms of different reaction mechanisms depend
on the collision energy, on the scattering angle, and on
relationship between the rotational motion of the prod
molecule and the location of the scattering plane.
We found that for both collision energies consider
~0.54 and 1.29 eV! there is a common limit to which the
reaction mechanism tends as HD is formed in increasin
high rotational levels. Asj 8 increases the preference for fo
ward or backward scattering observed for lowj 8 becomes a
preference for sideways scattering, and the reaction dyn
ics gets increasingly dominated by in-plane mechanis
characterized by scattering and HD’s rotation planes pre
entially parallel and by a definite handedness in HD’s ro
tional motion (j 8 privileges antiparallel orientations relativ
to thek3k8 vector!.
We have also found that the situation is more comp
for reactions forming HD in low rotational levels. We ob
served that the situation changes quite dramatically as
collision energy is increased from 0.54 to 1.29 eV. For
lower collision energy the reaction stereodynamics loo
relatively simple~backward scattering, recoil direction pre
erentially parallel to the plane where HD rotates, no pref
ence for specific dihedral angles between scattering
HD’s rotation planes, relatively weak handedness in HDrticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub




































rotation relative to the scattering plane!. In the case of the
higher collision energy, however, the stereodynamics
comes more complicated. Forward scattering becomes
proximately as intense as backwards, and the rotational
larization moments show a rapidly changing behavior. Th
quickly oscillate among three extreme and qualitatively d
ferent situations, and their oscillations show up even in
restricted range of scattering angles for which the reac
probability is relatively large.
Although restricted to polarization moments of rank 0
and 2 and to a single reference frame, the results present
this article reveal rich information and deepen the desc
tion of the H1D2 reaction dynamics. Measurements of d
rectional properties of the H3 system and its isotopical vari
ants will clearly be useful in order to verify the validity o
our predictions. No other chemical reaction is as promis
with regard to a rigorous comparison between theory a
experiments on dynamical stereochemistry.
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